
FAQs
Q: What is NRS Petro?

A: NRS Petro is a division of National Retail Solutions (www.nrsplus.com) that offers affordable,
time-saving solutions for c-store/gas station owners to update their locations with a
pump-integrated POS system and EMV compliance at the pump. Finally, gas station owners
nationwide have an affordable and easy way to upgrade without expensive, messy renovations
and business downtime. All at a fraction of the cost compared with other solutions.
www.nrspetro.com

Q: What is EMV compliance and why do I need it?

A: EMV (Europay, Mastercard, Visa - the first three credit card networks to adopt the
technology) is a fraud-reducing technology that was announced in 2011 and introduced to the
retail industry in 2015, to help protect consumers, merchants and card issuers against potential
losses from the use of counterfeit and lost or stolen payment cards at the point-of-sale.
Essentially, the “chip” on the front of the debit or credit card is what EMV refers to. This chip
helps encrypt and secure sensitive information, whereas the traditional black magstripe is highly
vulnerable to fraud.

The official deadline for gas station owners to accept the EMV chip at the pump, or be
responsible for the fraud, chargebacks and liability, was April 2021. Everyone who did not
upgrade will be subject to paying for fraudulent non-EMV transactions made at their gas station.
Previously, the credit card processors/banks were responsible for this fraudentent activity, and
now they’re not. The responsibility rests upon the average c-store/gas station owner.

Q: What type of EMV Payments can be made with the EMV EZ Pump?

A: Debit and Credit cards, Contactless Mobile Wallet (Apple Pay, Google Pay, etc), and
Tap-to-Pay enabled cards

Q: How much will it cost me to upgrade my c-store/gas station to the NRS Petro system?

A: Independent/unbranded gas station owners that need to completely replace old pumps could
face overwhelming expenses of $10,000 to $20,000 per pump. Based on an average of four
pumps per station, plus the costs of ripping up concrete and lost business when the pumps are
down, independent station owners can face costs from $40,000-$200,000. Those whose pumps
can be retrofitted by the manufacturers still face high costs, $40,000 to $60,000 for four pumps.

Fortunately, NRS Petro offers an easy and affordable way to become EMV compliant. Unlike the
competition, we provide an innovative, solid and affordable program that works with almost all
pumps. Each fueling point is $999 for our NRS EMV EZ Pump device. See our pricing sheet for
more information on the various components of the NRS Petro solution.
https://nrsplus.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/PetroPricingEnglish2021.pdf
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Q: This is still an expensive investment for me. Is there any way for me to finance or pay
for the NRS Petro solution in the future?

A: Don't worry, we have a cash advance solution, NRS Funding, to help qualified merchants get
the funding they need. It is fast and can be received as early as the next day! The funds can be
used for initial payment for upgrading with NRS Petro, working capital, purchasing inventory,
furniture, supplies & equipment for the business, payroll or even saving for a rainy day.
www.getnrsfunding.com

Q: Does NRS Petro offer merchant services/credit card processing? Is there a flat rate?

A: NRS Petro offers NRS Pay, which integrates seamlessly with the NRS Petro POS. On
location, online or on-the-go, NRS Pay credit card processing plans are tailored to help you
save money and succeed. NRS Pay offers custom rates! Simply provide a current statement
and NRS Pay will analyze then generate a proposal with your custom rate. www.nrspay.com

Q: I want to proceed with NRS Petro and get a no-obligation quote. How can I do that?

A: Visit nrspetro.com and fill out and submit the form. A team member will reach out to you to
have you fill out the Site Survey, to help us analyze your location and provide a free quote.
http://nrspetro.com/ + https://nrsplus.com/petrosurvey

Q: Who installs the NRS Petro POS and NRS EMV EZ Pump at my c-store/gas station?

A: NRS Petro will have a representative on-site for installation. We also collaborate with the
current company that services the gas station or regional partner to install the NRS EMV EZ
Pump outside at your gas pumps. It is a collaborative effort and you can keep your business
open while we get you set up.

Q: Does the NRS Petro POS work both in my minimart and also connect with my pumps?

A: Yes. The NRS Petro Point of Sale system will be able to control all your inside store
transactions and needs, in addition to being connected to and controlling the gas pumps
outside. You can view your fuel sales at the NRS Petro POS, both inside and outside. You can
also change fuel prices, print fuel reports, receipts and more, all on the NRS Petro POS system.

Q: What if my gas station doesn't have a convenience store?

A: Even if you don't have a store, you can still upgrade at your gas pumps with NRS Petro. Ask
an NRS Petro representative for more details on how this scenario works.

Q: How do I know if my gas pumps are eligible to be retrofitted?

A: Our team at NRS Petro will be able to confirm if your pumps are eligible based on your
answers on our NRS Petro Site Survey. We do an extensive analysis of each component of your
location with information and pictures you submit: Current gas pumps, POS, forecourt controller,
network, physical layout, etc. Generally, NRS Petro can retrofit 90% of the gas pumps in the
market. www.nrsplus.com/petrosurvey
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